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The term “bike-friendly driver” goes beyond mere tolerance for 
sharing the road; it embodies a proactive commitment to roadway 
safety and is crucial for promoting a respectful environment for 
motorists and cyclists. Our Bike Friendly Driver Training, available 
on Tuesday, February 27, from 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m., educates 
drivers on demonstrating respect for cyclist safety through simple 
actions such as checking blind spots, using caution at intersections, 
and yielding to those with the right of way. Learn more about how 
you, as a motorist, can create a more inclusive and enjoyable 
environment for our cycling community!

Cyclists also share the responsibility of keeping other road users 
and themselves safe by ensuring they are knowledgeable of riding 
laws and defensive riding techniques. Whether you use a bike 
casually or it is part of your daily commute, our Smart Cycling 
class, available on Thursday, March 7, from 4:30 p.m. to 8:30 
p.m., empowers riders to feel safer every time they ride their bike. 
By learning the rules of the road and developing essential biking 
skills, cyclists gain confidence in their ability to ride safely in various 
environments.
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Bike-Friendly Driver Training: Road Safety

Smart Cycling: Promoting Safe Travel for All

UPCOMING EVENTS & DEMONSTRATIONS
UCI Transportation hosts regular events and demonstrations so you can be more 

knowledgeable about safety, bike care, and bike security!

Visit bike.uci.edu to learn more and stay updated on upcoming events.

Mutual respect on our campus is crucial for ensuring the safety of all our 
community members. Respect others by yielding to pedestrians with the 
right of way, using designated lanes of travel, and obeying UCI policy 904-
13. Sharing the road with other users requires awareness, maintaining 
appropriate space, and reducing your speed when necessary. Educating 
yourself and leading by example can help create a safer environment for 
everyone on our campus.
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Fostering Mutual Respect
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